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PART A: GENERAL INFORMATION
Subject area and awards being examined:

School of:
Earth and
Environment

Subject(s):

Programme(s) / Module(s):

Awards: (e.g. BA/BSc/MSc etc.)

BA Environmental Management ; BA Environment and
Business; BA Environmental Sustainability; BA
Environment and Transport Planning; MEnv
Environmental Management (International)

Environmental management/sustainable
development

BA/MEnv

The completed report should be attached to an e-mail and sent as soon as possible, and no later than 6 weeks after the relevant
meeting of the Board of Examiners, to exexadmin@leeds.ac.uk.
Alternatively you can post your report to:
Head of Academic Quality and Standards,
Academic Quality and Standards Team,
Room 12:81, EC Stoner Building,
The University of Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT

PART B: COMMENTS FOR THE INSTITUTION ON THE EXAMINATION PROCESS AND
STANDARDS
Matters for Urgent Attention
If there are any areas which you think require urgent attention before the programme is offered again please note them in this
box.

None

Only applicable in first year of appointment
Were you provided with copies of previous relevant External Examiners’ reports and the response of the School to these?

I had a summary form with comments and response on my first day – would be good to have earlier and full report.
All exam questions and mark schemes sent in advance.

For Examiners completing their term of appointment
Please comment on your experience of the programme(s) over the period of your appointment, remarking in particular on
changes from year to year and the progressive development and enhancement of the learning and teaching provision, on
standards achieved, on marking and assessment and the procedures of the School.

NA

Standards
1. Please indicate the extent to which the programme aims and intended learning outcomes (ILOs) were
commensurate with the level of the award?
•

•

The appropriateness of the intended learning outcomes for the programme(s)/modules and of the structure and content
of the programme(s); No problems. I gather there are changes underway – the end of the Transport programme. I
have pointed out the student feedback comments to the exam board. There is an awareness of career needs and
coverage of practical issues as well as academic rigour.
The extent to which standards are appropriate for the award or award element under consideration. No problem –
standards are good and compare well with similar institutions (Russell Group) that I have experience of (<<<>>>).

2. Did the aims and ILOs meet the expectations of the national subject benchmark (where relevant)?
•

The comparability of the programme(s) with similar programme(s) at other institutions and against national benchmarks
and the Framework for Higher Education Qualifications. Yes there are no problems.

3. Please comment on the assessment methods and the appropriateness of these to the ILOs?
•

•

The design and structure of the assessment methods, and the arrangements for the marking of modules and the
classification of awards; Some good approaches which have been evolved and refined. The group learning approaches
need some attention and were criticised by the student representatives we met. I noted a need to ensure feedback
information reinforces marks (some cases where these seemed a little contradictory).
The quality of teaching, learning and assessment methods that may be indicated by student
performance. Good standards.

4. Were students given adequate opportunity to demonstrate their achievement of the aims and ILOs?
•

•

The academic standards demonstrated by the students and, where possible, their performance in relation to students
on comparable courses; I felt that student performance was very good and standards are excellent.
The strengths and weaknesses of the students as a cohort. The BA representatives seemed more critical than the
BSc. There is a relative lack of the weak lower quartile seen in some institutions – keeping up incoming student
standards is wise. Some late submission of assessment seemed to peak with some modules. More communication
between the School and other contributing departments to ensure best assessment times (some were close to critical
dissertation deadlines and could have been spaced-out more).

5. For Examiners responsible for programmes that include clinical practice components, please comment
on the learning and assessment of practice components of the curriculum NA

6. The nature and effectiveness of enhancements to the programme(s) and modules since the previous
year
It would be particularly helpful if you could also identify areas of good practice which are worthy of wider dissemination.

Year 1 NA

7. The influence of research on the curriculum and learning and teaching
This may include examples of curriculum design informed by current research in the subject; practice informed by
research; students undertaking research. I felt there was definitely research-led teaching and that it was most apparent in
the linking of student dissertation supervision to staff active in the topics. Excellent student project/dissertation support. Sound
fieldwork. Good fieldwork support. There is contact with companies and commerce and case study material.

The Examination Process
8. The University and its Schools provide guidance for External Examiners as to their roles, powers and
responsibilities. Please indicate whether this material was sufficient for you to act effectively as an
External Examiner?
•

Whether external examiners have sufficient access to the material needed to make the required judgements and
whether they are encouraged to request additional information. I had 3 clear days to view material in depth. I would
like more flagging of borderline cases and of controversial cases; however, I managed to spot those as I worked
through. No serious problems.

9. Did you receive appropriate documentation relating to the programmes and/or parts of programmes?
for which you have responsibility, e.g. programme specifications or module handbooks?
•
•

The coherence of the policies and procedures relating to external examiners and whether they match the explicit roles
they are asked to perform. No Problems. If there are new modules I would like to see the handbooks.
I saw exam questions but not essay topics. I did have a list of dissertation topics sent.

10. Was sufficient assessed/examination work made available to enable you to have confidence in
your evaluation of the standard of student work? Access to virtually all material – so above
average access. No problems. I saw just about everything at leisure – so very in depth. School support
staff are very efficient.

11. Were the administrative arrangements satisfactory for the whole process, including the operation of
the Board of Examiners? Very well organised and run – excellent support staff and academic input.

12. Were appropriate procedures in place to give due consideration to mitigating circumstances and
medical evidence? Yes I think so. I did not see details but confidentiality is an issue – I think the form of
meetings and processing are working well.

For Examiners involved in Mentoring Arrangements
If you have acted as a mentor to a new external examiner or have received mentor support
please comment here on the arrangements.
NA I have examined elsewhere in several universities.

Other Comments
Please use this box if you wish to make any further comments not covered elsewhere on the form.
Overall, I felt standards were excellent and that students were happy and would recommend Leeds. Extenuation and borderline
cases are well handled. The good students appear to be stretched (something which is sometimes lacking in some other
institutions) and there is a good number of sound first and upper second students. Dissertations are on the whole excellent and
address a wide range of relevant topics.
I made a point of checking for student feedback when viewing course material – student satisfaction surveys are of growing
influence. MY feeling is that there was very sound feedback and it was quite standardised across modules. With a mix of
modules from departments I was keen to check standards were similar across the board. I am reasonably satisfied on that
count. One module seemed to have a number of fails and relied on one assessment exercise – I have suggested that it may be
wise to expand that and at least give the candidates a broader spread of risk. Geography modules were affected by some late

turnitin processing (hopefully a problem just this summer). I noted that a few modules had a number of marks at 9 – 59 69. That
may not be critical but it may cause problems if feedback sheets appear to flag more elements at 2.1 than 2.2, yet a 59 is
awarded – and similarly for the 69 if there seem to be a preponderance of 1st elements.
I wondered if some of the 1000 word assessments were rather too brief to allow markers to easily separate grades. Dissertation
proposal exercises and the whole dissertation support process were impressive. Some exam scripts had very brief comments
which made it difficult to judge examiner views and justification. I urge adequate comment on exam scripts.
The group work might be reviewed as it seems to generate some difficulties – oral assessments and group assessments leave
little for an external to comment on.
I have passed on student comments from the meeting with several BSc and BA undergraduate and masters students (with
External BN). Some of the points they raised were:
* A desire for more quality career guidance linked to module choice.
* Flagged a problem with Law modules – environmental law is very desirable – but present use of Law Dept modules means
they are assessed with level 3 law students and do not have the same grasp of legal approach/language and referencing which
puts them at a disadvantage.
* They were not happy with the group work and urged a review of that.
* They would liker more ‘tools of the trade’ in business and environment and sustainable development.
* They claimed feedback had been slow this year.
* Provision of qualitative statistical techniques should be enhanced, especially for BA students.
* They wanted more inter department co-ordination of assessment dates to help stagger workloads.
The student sample praised dissertation support, School support staff, fieldwork and pastoral care.
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